
edding Collection 

 



E A R  O R  A L E  O N
O R  M O  M E A N I N G F L  D A

All designs can be altered to fit and adjusted as
needed

All dress designs and two piece suits are made with 
handwoven cotton  a labor of love and patience crafted just

for you  ich in quality and flattering in its simplicity  

Discover the most harmonious wedding gowns and suit designs
that have been purposely stitched to make your meaningful
moments much more special  All handmade by our Ibus in

villages  not factories  Intentionally crafted just for you



K N O  O R  I N E N I O N



ANGKASA reminds you to follow your
North Star. et the moon  the stars 
and the sky guide your steps  Follow
what makes your heart sing  instead of
what is expected  Its subtle patterns
are reminiscent of the stars in the sky

KAPAS connects you to the cycle of
life  from seed to bloom. Adornment
comes in the subtlest form of classic
crafts that have found its way back
from our ancestors to us  Each piece
made with this fabric is grown
regeneratively to heal other Earth

K A P A

A N G K A A



SELAH is the space between. 
our invitation to pause  finding 

that space between stimulus and
response  For in it  is our true
freedom  einterpreting the complex
craft of Ikat  each line is a connection
between you and that space

PAGISENJA helps you simplify. 
Each thread is a story  ours  and
ours  eaving a fabric of our
interwoven lives  Its texture and motif
are crafted through the Double Ikat
technique  each is manually inserted
by our master weaver  

E L A H

P A G I E N J A





W O M E N ’ S  L O O K



LOOK 1 - Ka a  D e

Starts from IDR 0 000

The floor length circle  plunging v neck
backless dress adorned with romantic
drapes of petals that falls elegantly on the
front  The dress has an elastic waistline
and features the crossback straps at the
back  





LOOK 2 - S a D e

Starts from IDR 1 0 000

The bespoke  handcrafted dress
portraying a timeless  minimalist
silhouette  Featuring draped pleats at
the front  which extends all the way
down to the ankle  There is elegance
with every fold  elegance with the way
it drapes





LOOK 3 - M ika Dre

tarts from IDR 

he floor length  backless dress with a
simple silhouette  halter neckline  pearl
straps crossing at the back  and subtle
motif of ANGKA A







LOOK 4 - Ain r Dre

tarts from IDR 

he s inspired dress with an A line
silhouette and a princess cut for a
flattering fit  Handcrafted with 
raw cotton from our handwoven
ANGKA A jacquard fabric





LOOK 5 - Ja an i Dre

Starts from IDR 

The plunging v neck  floor length
dress with handmade dandelion like
embellishments from silk organza on
both shoulder straps





LOOK 6 - Sekar Dre

Starts from IDR 

The column dress with a decorated
bodice of blooming petals from silk
organza on the front  and sheer on
the back side  Its skirt is made of
jacquard cotton

Additional style includes layering 
the skirt with sheer silk organza
to complement its silhouette
Style can be altered accordingly





LOOK 7 - Le a  D e

tarts from ID  

he form fitting  sabrina neckline
backless dress with spaghetti straps
and a slightly asymmetrical hemline





LOOK 8 - N g h D e

tarts from ID  

he classic straight cut strapless dress
with an arched neckline  front elongated
cuff and slit on back side  Carefully
crafted with the handwoven I IK fabric





LOOK 9 - Ra h Keba a

tarts from ID  

he long kebaya with a gentle boat
neckline  princess cut  and floral hand
stitched embroidery that is reminiscent of

E IB  B GA and made with a blend of
KA A  fabric for the bodice and silk
organza for the sleeves



M E N ’ S  L O O K



 P  S

tarts from ID  

he fitted  single breasted classic suit jacket with a handkerchief flap
pocket  and one welt pocket on each front side  aired together with the
matching trousers with inseam pockets on both sides  Available in A G A A

ndyed  A G A A Indigo  AGI E JA and E AH Brown





SELAH - H  B  (M ALAM)

tarts from ID  

Inspired by the Javanese traditional clothing
commonly known as beskap  flaunting a double
breasted design  and two flap front pockets  one on
each side  ade from  handwoven cotton and
naturally dyed with plants through a clean yet
laborious process  also done by hand





SELAH - Beskap Jacket (Grey & Midnight Indigo)

Starts from IDR 0 000

Inspired by the Javanese traditional clothing commonly known as
beskap  flaunting a double breasted design with one additional

button to fasten  and two flap pockets one on each side  Made
from 00  handwoven cotton and naturally dyed with plants
through a clean yet laborious process  also done by hand





KAPAS - Beskap Jacket

Starts from IDR 0 000

Crafted with the traditional gedog weave
for the modern take of the classic
Javanese overcoat beskap  it is also
processed by hand from regenerative
cotton through an ancestral method called
Tumpang Sari







M A K E  O  A O I N M E N

www sukkhacitta com
sukkhacitta

ake an appointment through hatsApp at
 before coming to our

studio

A H A District  GF 
 Jl  enopati   enayan
Kota Jakarta elatan  Daerah
Khusus Ibukota Jakarta 

e are also available for customizations with
our Ibus  fabrics  A piece you ll cherish for years
to come  tailored to tell your personal story

ogether  we ll craft your ethical dress and gifts
that give back  ne that you can wear after the
wedding too even redye it


